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     Abstract:                                                                       

Trainee interpreters    Iraqi Universities  Error Analysis  Jury's Evaluation   

           Trainee interpreters at Departments of Translation, University of 

Basrah in Iraq commit significant errors that have a negative impact on 

the transference of speakers' messages. These errors have not yet been 

systematically and comprehensively examined. The present study tries 

to investigate this particular area. To assess the outputs, he study was 

based on an eclectic model that was based on two related frameworks, 

namely Riccardi's (1999) and Na'ja and Abu-Mighnim's (2012). This 

model helps to diagnose discontinuities in terms of meaning, 

disfluencies, and syntactic errors in the outputs of a randomly selected 

sample, which consists of twenty-four fourth-year students in 

Department of Translation, college of Arts, University of Basrah. They 

were invited to take a 3 and half minutes simultaneous interpreting test. 

The material of this test was two culturally-related political speeches 

with a delivery rate of around 145 words per minute (145 WPM). The 

errors in the outputs were quantitatively and qualitatively analysed. To 

check the validity of the analysis, an independent jury of specialized 

tutors was asked to evaluate the same outputs. The results obtained 

from the analysis and the jury's evaluation prove that the outputs were 

full of errors that impacted the transferred meaning. Neither the 

trainees nor their tutors were aware of these errors. Therefore, a 

revision of and an improvement for the followed training programmes 

should be carried on to improve the status quo of Iraqi trainee 

interpreters graduating from Departments of Translation. 
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 تقيين مخرجاث الترجمت الفوريت للوتذربين في أقسام الترجمت العراقيت
 

 الأستار المساعذ الذكتور                                 الباحث         
 جاسن خليفت سلطاى المرياني                    زكريا ياسين هوسى 

 جاهعت البصرة/ كليت الآداب                      
                                                   

  -الملخص:
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 المترجمين الفوريين المتذربين في الجاهعاث العراقيت. تقيين لجنت التحكينالكلواث الاساسيت: 

 على 
ً
ون الرًً ًخدزبون في أكسام الترجمت في العساق أخطاءً كثيرة جؤثس سلبا ًسجكب المترجمون الشفوٍ

لرا أجذ  .لكً لم جخم دزاست هره الأخطاء على هحو منهجي وشامل حتى الآن. هلل زسائل المخحدثين

م . الدزاست الحالُت لدسخلص ي هرا الجاهب في مخسجاث الطلبت بكل جفاصُلها مخسجاث ولخلوٍ

ت للطلبت المخدزبين؛ جبيذ الدزاست ا ًخكون مً خلال الجمع بين  الترجمت الشفوٍ ًُ اهموذجًا اهخلائ

كازدي ً مترابطين ٌعودان ل زٍ ٌساعد هرا الاهموذج على  (.2012) و وعجت وابو مغىم( 1111) إطازٍ

ت في مخسجاث عُىت جخكون  عشوائُت حشخُص الاهلطاعاث في المعنى، والاخخلالاث والأخطاء الىحوٍ

 
ً
 في السىت السابعت في كسم الترجمت/ جامعت البصسة

ً
ً طالبا أجسى الباحثان اخخباز . مً أزبعت وعشسٍ

ت اسخغسق حوالي مادة هرا الاخخباز في خطابين سُاسُين ذوا . وجمثلذ دكائم وهصف 3 جسجمت فوزٍ

وكام الباحثان بخحلُل مخسجاث  (.كلمت في الدكُلت 145)ازجباط ثلافي جبلغ سسعت السسد فيهما حوالي 

 
ً
 وهوعا

ً
سُين . المخدزبين كما وللخحلم مً صحت الخحلُل، طلب الباحثان مً لجىت مسخللت مً الخدزَ

. و أجذ الىخائج التي اسخحصلها الباحثان مً خلال الخحلُل فضلا المخخصصين جلُُم عين المخسجاث

ملُئت بالأخطاء التي كان لها الأثس على المعنى  عً جلُُم اللجىت المىخدبت بان مخسجاث عُىت المخدزبين

. وججدز الأشازة في هرا السُاق ان المخدزبين ومعلميهم ًجهلون وجود هره الأخطاءالمىلول بين اللغخين. 

بُت المخبعت للأزجلاء بالمسخوى العلمي الحالي  مما ٌسخدعي إجساء مساجعت وجحسين للبرامج الخدزٍ

اكُين ممً ًساد لهم الخخسج  مً أكسام الترجمت  .للمخدزبين العس
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1. Introduction  

The study tackles the assessment of trainee interpreters' simultaneous interpreting outputs. The 

motivation behind such a topic relies on the fact that there is neither a systematic nor 

comprehensive research that has investigated this area in Iraqi Departments of Translation. 

Moreover, previous assessment studies overlooked interpreting and solely focus on written 

translations. Three significant phenomena would be assessed in this study; errors at the 

intertextual level, errors in the fluency of delivery, and errors at the intratextual level. These 

phenomena are investigated according to an adapted eclectic model of error analysis that is 

based on Riccardi's (1999) and Naj'a & Abu-Mighnim's  (2012) models as well as the evaluation 

of a selected jury. Also, an SPSS statistical process is set to measure the convergence between 

the two investigations.  

2. Literature Review 

Assessment in translation depended in its early stages on linguistic theories. With the 

establishment of translation studies as an independent discipline, the tools used and procedures 

followed  have  sprung from this new field. In this respect, translation focused on multiple areas 

of study, especially translation criticism and translation training which were the two areas most 

investigated at the end of the previous century and the beginning of this new one. As perceived, 

the discipline has been well established,  with  Holmes's map as a key framework. But to date, 

there is no consensus on the specific criteria to evaluate acceptable translations. Hence, 

workable criteria for assessment have not been set yet. There are many valuable writings on 

translation assessment that are remarkably trustworthy for many scholars and translators. Most 

of these are mentioned below as they provide a solid theoretical background for our study. 

Different text types indeed adhere to different assessment criteria. For instance, Juliana House 

(1977) and Christina Nord (1993)  study  the written text,  while Hatim and Mason (1997),  
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Setton (1999), and  Riccardi (1999) focus on oral utterances. But citing some of them before 

offering the study's model seems significant. 

            Most translation assessment studies focus  either the process of translation (translating) or 

the product (translation). One of the remarkable works is  that of  the pioneer Juliana House 

(1977). She attributes the initial idea of her model to Davy and Crystal (1969). In their book  

Investigating English Style  (1969:66), Davy and Crystal classify a three-dimensional model for 

linguistic assessment. These dimensions cover the situational constraints of text analysis. As 

referred to above, House (1977) adapted, modified, and condensed Davey and Crystal's model 

into two sets of dimensions; A: language user and B: language use. The categories covered by 

language users are geographical origin, social class, and time,  while language use is determined 

by medium, participation, social role relationship, social attitude, and province. This 

categorization reflects the fact that language user and language use are relevant for translation 

quality assessment. In other words, semantic, pragmatic and textual equivalents are essential 

replacements between the original and target texts (House, 2015: 28).  

Nord tackles translating phenomena from a functionalist perspective. She demonstrates 

different criteria for the assessment of translation and interpreting. The purposefulness of 

translation and sponsors' goals are the main concerns of her study. Different modes of 

translation and interpreting are assessed as per this perspective including translation training, 

literary translation, and simultaneous interpreting.  Nord (1997:40) underlines how 

functionalists understand translation training. They make use of the communicative function as 

a guide for training. Discussing error in translation, Nord (1997:31) emphasizes that  Skopos is 

interested in measuring effectiveness on the target text audience. In other words, the assessment 

should be viewed more likely from the addressees rather than from the addressers. In this case, 

the mediator (i.e. the translator) shall take into account that, in some instances, what would be 

translated may not have the same function if it is retranslated to ST again,  because the TT 

function may differ from that of ST. 
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Melis and Albir (2001) reveal that translations of sacred and literary texts have been heavily 

examined by scholars and researchers,  while other areas are rarely visited.  Hence, their study, 

as they anticipate, attempts to bridge the gap by focusing on two other areas to be assessed, 

namely, the translations of professional translators and those of trainee translators. Examining 

published translations as sacred and literary texts, Melis and Albir (2001:274) demonstrate 

many proposals that serve as starting points for assessment and analysis, such as Vinay and 

Darbelnet's technical procedures, Nida's dynamic equivalence,  House's situational dimensions, 

Hatim and Mason's contextual dimension, Nord's functionalism and so on. The second area 

assessed in Melis and Albir's study is the texts translated by professional translators. This 

assessment provides feedback on whether the translator in question is qualified to occupy 

certain vacancies or membership that requires specific proficiency. In this assessment, technical, 

legal, scientific, commercial texts are the materials to be translated. It is generally adopted by 

translation agencies and international companies and is used as a mechanism for finding 

translators. Another important topic assessed is the method of teaching translators. Significantly, 

Melis and Alber (2001:278) adopt Melis's  (1997) assessment sheet (see table 2.1). The criteria 

shown in the table refer to the type of assessment followed in each case (literary and sacred 

texts, professional translations texts, and trainee translators' texts). 
 Table (2.1) Assessment Criteria of Translation (Melis, 1997) 
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Wu (2010) investigates the validity and reliability of the test in simultaneous interpreting. Many 

examiners have been invited to participate in this study. The high number of examiners is 

employed to inspect the test validity and measure its extent. Wu has conducted a three-minute 

test, then he presented the recordings to the examiners. Four methods of assessment have been 

employed by thirty examiners. Not all examiners have a background in teaching interpreting.  

Some are only translators with a limited interpreting experience. Positively, the results reveal 

that, in general, the examiners are inconsistent in their evaluation. They have adopted two 

methods of evaluation; the examiners with less interpreting experience use the transcripts of the 

recordings as the starting point, but the examiners with an interpreting experience depend on 

the recordings only. The study reveals that the former group shows much consistency in the 

judgments than those who are specialized in interpreting teaching.   

Altman (1994:25) describes the different approaches to error in interpreting and other related 

disciplines.  She perceives that error analysis in simultaneous interpreting is more difficult than 

error analysis in language teaching. At the beginning of her study, and as the experiment 

requires ideal interpreting to the text in question, Altman attempts to define ideal translation as 

a cornerstone. She assumes that there is a possibility to perceive a perfect translation and use it 

as a standard rendering. She (1994:37) concludes that her study is directed towards grouping 

and classifying common errors and mistakes in simultaneous interpreting. She also suggests that 

languages other than English and French, if involved, could lead to new facts and findings. The 

other significant benefit of this study is that it could help simultaneous interpreting trainers to 

adjust or modify their curriculum. Overall, the study is seen as a prediction of errors. 

AL-Kilabi (2015) is among the pioneers of testing trainee interpreters' aptitude in simultaneous 

interpreting. He creatively suggests different testing criteria to measure the different skills and 

abilities necessary to take and design tests. He (2015:2) discusses many test types. The multi-

choice method is the first one which  is used to measure listening comprehension. The second 

method is back counting. It is used to figure out the participants' distraction resistance when 

they count in reverse way. The third method focusses on the oral cloze test. The participants are 
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given two texts with two different languages that contain many blanks. They are required to fill 

these blanks after listening to the subject-related recording.  The fourth method is related to 

sight translation. A text is distributed to the participants; they are required to transpose it into 

language B orally. The memory test is the fifth method employed. It is designed to measure the 

participants' memory limitations. The last method is confined to simultaneous interpreting, 

where the participants are required to start interpreting a recorded segment simultaneously.  

Moreover, AL-Kilabi (2015:12) proposes four test methods that are, according to him, much 

reliable to investigate simultaneous interpreting aptitude among trainee students, these are; 

sight translation in Arabic, shadowing in English, shadowing in Arabic, and listening 

comprehension. So, he dismisses the other test methods because of their unreliability; namely, 

oral cloze in Arabic, oral cloze in English, memory tests, and sight translation in English. 

Additionally, He (2015: 14) praises shadowing exercises because, as he believes, they 

cognitively involve measuring the listening and speech production which are the core of 

simultaneous interpreting. On the other hand, he criticizes many Arab interpreting and language 

centres because they ignore the role of listening comprehension exercises. He suggests that such 

a task should be taken into consideration more than often. 
3. The  Suggested Model of the Study 

Regardless of the volume and difficulty of any academic study, the most important and critical 

decision that any researchers can take at the beginning of his/her project is the adoption of a 

certain model.  As the literature reveals, the model is the cornerstone of any research.  Critical 

readers, including examiners,  are interested in finding the motives behind adopting a particular 

scheme and whether or not it has helped to arrive at concert conclusions. Within this study, the 

researchers were so keen to choose so carefully.  Finally, the decision was to adopt an eclectic 

model, a comprehensive one that can account for Iraqi trainee students'  interpreting errors. The 

researchers believe that this model will help to answer many of the offered research questions 

and validate the hypotheses. This model exclusively deals with error analysis in simultaneous 

interpreting. Because of limits of time and space, there are only three main types of errors the 
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study tries to explore in this context; intertextual, fluency, and intratextual errors. Within this 

area,  discontinuities in terms of meaning (intertextual errors), disfluencies (errors of fluency), 

and linguistic errors (intratextual Errors) can be detected, diagnosed, and classified in terms of  

Ricarrdi's (1999) and Na'ja and Abu Mighnim's (2012)  models. 

To the researchers' knowledge,  there is no complementary research on error analysis for 

simultaneous interpreting  at Iraqi universities. Previous studies on the assessment of 

simultaneous interpreting outputs focus only on a narrow area of errors committed. As far as the 

Iraqi context is concerned, there is a gap in research to be filled. This encourages the researchers 

to try to fill this gap and try to measure Iraqi trainee interpreters'  outputs. Hence,  an eclectic 

model formulated by two different authors will be adopted.  The combination of these two 

models is helpful,  as it can investigate the wider area of errors committed by trainee students. 

Although it does not provide a holistic approach to error analysis of SI in Iraq, it tries to cover the 

most common errors in the trainees' outputs.  

As hinted above, two models have eclectically emerged here. The first model is Riccardi's  

(1999). It is a two part model that is designed to measure errors at different levels; the 

intertextual level (omission, addition, and substitution) and the disfluency level,  which consists 

of two main categories (unfilled and filled pauses). Unfilled pauses are the clear silences 

calculated by the examiner per second. Filled pauses are of four subcategories;  hesitation, 

repetition, correction, and a false start. The second model borrowed and modified here is  Na'ja 

and Abu Mighnim's  (2012). Although the original model consists of six subcategories, 

definiteness and indefiniteness, and verb tense subcategories are disregarded. Then, the 

vernacular subcategory has been added to measure the interference of formality and informality 

of Arabic. As the intratextual is assigned to measure syntactic errors, The modified version then 

consists of five subcategories: (wrong use of gender), (singular, dual, and plural), 

(vernacularism), (inflection) and (pronouns).  At this particular point, it is very important to 

review  
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and explain in the subsequent subsections the components of the two models composing the 

adopted eclectic one outlined in Diagram (3.1).  

 
 
  
3.1.1 Intertextual Errors 

The errors at the intertextual level involve omission, substitution, and addition. The fourth 

category of error "logical-time sequence" is overlooked in this study as it is embodied within the 

substitution and addition categories. Generally speaking, intertextual errors are the departures 

made by the translator or interpreter. As there is mutual interference between the English and 

Arabic linguistic systems, the error monitoring is adopted to examine such departures.  
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Logically, when the term error (as meaning destruction) is mentioned in the assessment of 

translation/interpreting, it ought to be synchronized, at least, with phenomena such as omission, 

substitution, and addition.  This synchronization is not arbitrary as it is unreasonable to assess 

errors isolated from each other unless there is a purpose or a limitation mentioned in advance. 

In this respect,  Vancura (2017:13) offers a significant distinction between assessing errors in 

written translation and interpreting. She stresses that the criteria for assessing translation should 

differ from the ones used in assessing interpreting outputs. She assumes that on many 

occasions, minor impact errors in interpreting could be gross errors in translation. The 

interpreting literature reviewed in the previous chapter, however,   has shown that emphasis 

should be on three main aspects; omission, substitution, and addition. Errors like an omission, 

substitution, and addition fall into two different assessing criteria in translation. They are either 

manipulated positively by the translator/interpreter or negatively. However, the current study 

doesn't look at these items from a positive perspective, as it  focuses  on errors only. Regardless 

of the many strategies that consider omitted, added, or substituted items as references for good 

TT comprehension, but in interpreting, particularly in simultaneous mode, they are more often 

seen as meaning destructive (Riccardi, 1999& 2001; Pio,  2003). 

 

3.1. 2 Disfluencies 

(Fluency Errors)    

This part of Riccardi's (1999) model is set to measure disfluencies in simultaneous 

interpreting. It examines various kinds of pauses and hesitations interpreters experience while 

rendering into the target language. Setton (1990:245) assures the absence of previous studies 

that tackle hesitation and fluency.  However, he (as citing Culter, 1987:28) sheds light on some 

studies focusing on speech production, asserting that any monolingual speech is characterized 

by two articulating powers; the prosody and rhythm, both are monitored by the speaker 

adjustably. Moreover, a description of the many articulating phenomena was made by Setton as 

well. In one of the experiments he has conducted, Setton (1990:245) classifies several 

hesitations and pauses phenomena such as " a) silent and filled pauses of varying length; b) 

vowel lengthening (drawl) and final consonant; c) stress, loudness and pitch variations; d) the 

use of lexical items as verbal fillers; and e) various solecisms and boggle effects". In English 

language literature, Osgood et al. (1959:24) define four phenomena of hesitation and 
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disfluency: repetition, false start, filled pause, and unfilled pause. The study of Osgood et al was 

concluded from spontaneous utterances deducted from speeches of English native people. The 

average delivery rate of those utterances was 151 words per minute (Osgood et al., 1959:34). 

Osgood's study is considered the cornerstone and starting point for many other interrelated 

studies, especially for fluency in learning/teaching a foreign language and simultaneous 

interpreting.  

Hesitation and pauses in simultaneous interpreting have been recently approached by 

different scholars such as Tissi, 2000; Riccardi, 1999, 2001 and 2005; Cecot, 2000; Pio, 2003; 

Rennert, 2010; Mankauskienė, 2018; and EL- Zawawy, 2019. A remarkable definition of error in 

fluency might be that of Rennert (2010:104):  

a prosodic feature of speech that can be viewed as a function of several temporal variables. It 

is the complex interaction of pauses, audible breathing, hesitations, vowel, and consonant 

lengthening, false starts, repairs, repetitions, and speech rate that creates the impression of 

fluency or a lack thereof. 

The illustration made by Rennart reviews the occasions where pauses take place. As the 

definition implies,  pauses occur when there is an overlap with other pauses generated through 

hesitation, repetition, reconstruction, and interruption. Several studies adopt  Alessandra 

Riccardi's ( 1999)  model to examine errors in fluency. The most relevant to the present study is 

that of Pio (2003). Pio adopts Riccardi's model to measure interpreters' fluency. Her empirical 

study was conducted on different speech rates.  

Disfluency, as a part of the model,  is divided into two categories:  unfilled and filled pauses. 

Unfilled pauses involve any clear silence that lasts more than three seconds. Filled pauses are of 

four types: vocalized hesitation, repetition, correction (reconstructing), and false starts. Logically, 

these types of errors occur more often when there are dissimilarities between the two linguistic 

systems in question. This can be noticed if the interpreter uses many pauses than usual, 

probably because of the non-correspondences between the processed input and the would-be 

output.  Diagram ( 3.3)  surveys the categories and subcategories of disfluency.  
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3.2 Na'ja and Abu-Mighnim's  (2012)  Model 

The second model that is emerged in the present study with Riccardi's (1999) is Na'ja and 

Abu-Mighnim's (2012). This model is set to examine the intratextual errors committed by 

trainee students. It is employed to cover different syntactic errors. Originally, the model is set to 

investigate foreign students' errors where Arabic is language B, while the tokens of the current 

study are students in the departments of translation at Iraqi universities, whose Arabic is 

language A. The authors have positively confirmed to the researchers the validity of this usage 

via several emails. However, as mentioned earlier, this model covers various syntactic errors. 

Diagram (3.5) summarizes the kinds of intratextual errors suggested by  Na'ja and Abu-Mighnim 

(2012). 

 
3.2.1 Intratextual Errors 

Vancura (2017) emphasizes both 'intertextual'  and 'intratextual' errors are important in 

simultaneous interpreting.  Regardless of how these two terms are employed in her study, in this 

context, the term intertextual refers to the measurement or comparison made between the two 

linguistic systems in question. On the other hand, intratextual is normally concerned with one 

linguistic system which could be that of either the output or the input.  In either case, the parser 
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does not look for interrelated errors, but he sticks only to one linguistic system and attempts to 

detect errors pointed out there. The cornerstone of intertextual errors are the syntactic ones, 

which are classified into errors in the wrong use of gender;  singular, dual and plural; 

vernacularism; inflection; and pronouns.  

4. The 

Experiment  

4.1 Introduction 

Throughout direct involvement in academia, it has been noticed that there is a gap that is 

overlooked by researchers or tutors working at departments of translation in Iraqi universities. 

This gap is embodied in the errors that advanced Iraqi students of translation commit in 

simultaneous interpreting during lectures as well as at final exams. Therefore, the researchers 

decide to investigate the roots of this gap as well as try to suggest workable remedies that can 

improve students' performance. The data is elicited from the fourth year students of translation 

at Iraqi Universities. Simultaneous interpreting as a pedagogical item set by the Ministry of 

Higher Education and Scientific Research (MHESRDRD: 2016, p.178) is taught to students of 

that particular year. This fact enables the researchers to outline the study thoroughly. In the 

following, the model suggested above will be tested and assessed.  

4.2 Pre-Assessment Conditions  

Investigating outputs involves interdisciplinary processes. The researchers have to verify 

several related issues before choosing this topic, (to name but few), logistic materials, availability 

of resources, information about the subject matter, targeted audience, validity, space-temporal 

settings, beneficiaries, and so on. All of these remarkable phenomena have to be taken into 

consideration before kicking off the project.  However, everything looks possible to go on in this 

study. Hopefully, none of these issues could undermine the project as the researchers are ready 

to change or amend the study plans. 
4.3 Source of Data  

The gap that the researchers want to bridge is related to the source of data. Many studies 

focus on assessment and error analysis of simultaneous interpreting (such as Cecot, 2000; Pio, 

2003; Rennert, 2010; Vancura, 2017 ; Mankauskienė, and  2018 EL-Zawawy, 2019). But the fact 

is that data analyzed in these studies are rendered either by professional interpreters or by 

trainee students of different countries, not including Iraq. The direction of data collection is the 
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bone of this study. The outputs of fourth-year students of the Department of Translation will be 

used. It is believed that new facts can enrich the translation field in Iraq, as well as to stand on 

the proficiency of the targeted group. 

4.4 Summative Assessment 

Saldanha and O' Brien (2013:97) define summative assessment as knowledge gained until 

the end of course or term. In the same tunnel, Sawyer (2004:107) asserts that summative 

assessment can be adopted for many purposes; it can be manipulated in study projects and 

course examinations to determine learning level or teaching effectiveness. Hence, summative 

assessment is chosen as a primary tool in conducting this research. It is designed to test trainee 

students at the end of the course or final semester as Gipps (1997:17) asserts. This type of 

assessment is adopted by many educational programmes. It could enable the students not only 

to stand on their final scores but also to discover their level of proficiency.  As for tutors, on the 

other hand, they can realize the effectiveness of the syllabus set and methods of teaching 

applied.  

4.5 Validity and Reliability of Assessment 

Sawyer (2001:107) demonstrates some test specifications that likely recommended in 

designing a test. Although he does not set such a format as a standard for all tests, he includes 

some components as a basis for a valid and reliable one. Gipps (1994:58) defines validity as "the 

extent to which a test measures what it was designed to measure". Saldanha and O'Brien 

(2013:28) state that when the findings of a researcher are real and related to the way others do 

in the social atmosphere, then it is a valid study. Per these definitions, the researchers attempt to 

validate the study by measuring the items that have been diagnosed earlier. The assessment, in 

general, is a valid theory: many studies use an assessment environment to target the same goals 

and purposes.  

Reliability in research assessment is a crucial factor that researchers should pay attention to. 

Sawyer (2013:101) speaks of the consistency of   the results when replicating a study by other 

examiners or researchers for the whole assessment. However, the following description of the 

test specification is attributed to Sawyer (2001:107-108). 

4.5.1 Purpose and Role of the Test 

The test is designed to provide data through which errors are diagnosed, classified, and 

described. Besides, there is a jury whose task is to use test content as outputs for evaluation. 
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Generally, the test is the core of this study as, without it, there is no possibility of examining the 

research hypotheses or find answers to research questions. 

4.5.2 Participants 

Fourth-year students (the academic year 2018-2019)  are the participants of this study. They 

have been chosen because they study simultaneous interpreting as a compulsory course. This 

choice was made following the pedagogical agenda programmed by the Ministry of Higher 

Education and Scientific Research in Iraq (MHESRDRD, 2016:178). The trainee students (will 

interchangeably be called participants) are all from the University of Basra, College of Arts, 

Department of Translation. They have voluntarily agreed to take part in this study and their 

summative assessment could be used for research purposes. Participants were chosen 

randomly. Age and gender are disregarded. All participants are from morning studies. They have 

not been awarded (or promised) any credit for taking the test. Participants' identity is not shown; 

neither on transcript sheets nor recording files. This is due to their verbal request. Participants 

have been coded as A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, F1, G1, H1, I1, J1, K1, and L1 for the first speech, whereas 

A2, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2, G2, H2, I2, J2, K2, and L2 coding is used for the second speech.     

4.5.3 Length and Speed of Speech 

Sawyer (2001:204-205) surveys some shared opinions about text lengths prepared as a test 

for assessing simultaneous interpreting in English and some other languages. He states that the 

experiment he works on sets test length between 1208-4280 words (minimum 10 minutes, 

maximum 35 minutes). Nevertheless, each study has its data requirements. Wu (2010:102) uses 

three minutes as a  test in his Ph.D. dissertation. He justifies that many examiners do not object 

to test length as long the test achieves the purpose of the study. He adds that some studies need 

to investigate some items such as "sustaining ability" and "gritting power", in these cases; the 

lengthy test is required to provide sufficient data. In the current study, neither the researchers 

nor the jury members requested a lengthy test. This fact was negotiated (verbally) with many 

tutors of simultaneous interpreting in four different Iraqi universities: they all agree that the 

suggested test length (which is about three and a half minutes) is sufficient in terms of the 

research limits and requirements.   

On the other hand, there are various arguments on the speech rate. Mankauskiene (2018:19) 

identifies that the speech rate average used in her experiment is 156 words per minute (wpm). 

But Setton (1999:30) uses 100-120 wpm and 150-200 wpm, as the former is a normal speech 
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rate, while the latter average is high speech rate. Osgood (1959:34) shows that the average 

speech rate of English language native speakers is 152 wpm. Gile (2009:111) hypothesizes that 

the speech rate in interpreting, in general, is between 100 and 200 wpm. Therefore, it seems 

permissible to choose a speech that rates between 100 and 200 wpm, as long there is no 

consensus to determine a fixed speech rate among researchers and various studies in the past 

decades. 

4.5.4 Test Situation and Setting 

The test takes place in the interpreting lab of the Department of Translation,  College of Arts,  

University of Basra. The researchers' request for using this facility was verbally approved by the 

person in charge of the Department. The lab infrastructure is complete. 12 desktop computers 

are ready to be occupied by 12 participants. A control computer wired to all other computers 

administrates the given orders. The control computer enables the examiner to show audio, 

video, or picture files on participants' screens. The volume of speech shall be adjusted by knobs 

there and here.   

The 12 computers are situated on desks adhere to real booth conditions.   Headsets are 

linked to computers:  they enable participants to listen and speak through them as well. The 

software programme installed in the control computer manages all orders to participants' 

computers, but to start recording, each participant must click on the red recording bottom 

shown on his/her screen. As soon as this bottom is clicked, the software starts voice recording. 

This recording is normally saved in an output folder when terminating. For input presentation, 

the examiner uses the main computer to turn on whatever he needs to show or present, but 

before this is done, the examiner should make sure that the main computer screen is shown on 

targeted computers. After the recording is finished, participants are asked to terminate the 

recording, hence, there is a pause icon that must be clicked "as explained above". This process 

saves the outputs in the computers' internal storage. 

4.5.5 Characteristics of Speeches 

It is illogical to ask a mechanic to fix a TV or a driver to fly a jet. The same is true in the 

present context. The curriculum set by the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research 

indicates teaching students at departments of translation different translation and interpreting 

materials, simultaneous interpreting is one of these. The curriculum (see MHESRDRD, 

2016:178) suggests addressing specific pedagogical items and areas while teaching 
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simultaneous interpreting. The researchers stick to this fact. The chosen items must be adhered 

to what participants usually have in classrooms. Although this limits the scope of data selection, 

it is fair from the participants' perspective, as they are tested the items they have studied 

throughout the course.  

The researchers have suggested five speeches as a test material. These have been presented 

to simultaneous interpreting tutors at the University of Wassit, University of Mustansirya, and 

AL-Iraqiya University. Later on, all tutors communicated with the researchers via social media to 

discuss the proposed choices. After that, the tutors agreed on two of the suggested speeches, i.e. 

they did not have an objection if any of these speeches are used as test material. Hence; both of 

these were chosen as the results obtained may enrich the study.  

The first approved speech belongs to Angelina Jolie and delivered in the United Nations. It 

covers the suffering of Syrian refugees and the conflict started there in the last decade. The 

second speech belongs to the former president of the United States Barak Obama. It declares an 

official military withdrawal from Iraq and the future of the Iraqi security forces. Table (4.1) 

presents some details on the two speeches: 
 
 
 

 
 Both speeches are 

uttered by American native speakers. Jolie's speech is a request to help the Syrian people and 

refugees. The speech bears a message to the members of the United Nations regarding the 

Syrian crisis, i.e. the miserable situation and mass deaths there. It surveys some disappointing 

stories about people losing their family members and images of destruction all over the country. 

The second speech addresses the American people, Iraqi people, and the whole world. It 
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declares an official military plan for withdrawal from Iraq. The speech represents a healing 

theme. The president appreciates the sacrifices of his forces as well as their families. Also,  he 

supports the Iraqi people and their government. He also speaks about the future of Iraqi security 

forces and their mission to secure their country.   

Generally speaking, both speakers seem very familiar to the participants. Angelina Jolie is an 

American actress whose movies are usually broadcasted to the Middle East with no restrictions. 

Barack Obama is the former President of the United States who used to address this region from 

time to time.  Moreover, the vocabulary employed in both speeches is not complex, because it is 

taken from the humanitarian and political sectors with which participants are acquainted. It is 

expected that the participants are equipped with all required information and encyclopedic 

knowledge of such contexts.  

Technically speaking, both speeches are under 150 WPM, each speech counts around 500 

words. The flow rate of speakers seems very close in either speech. In Jolie's speech, the flow 

rate is 147 WPM, while it is 142 WPM in Obama's speech. Though there are few metaphoric 

expressions, the speeches are written in ordinary language which is potentially taught in media 

translation, a compulsory course the trainees study at the time of the test. 

4.5.6 Directionality and Mode of Interpreting 

The assessment of this study is neither comparative nor contrastive. It helps to figure out 

common errors committed by Iraqi trainee students. It is completely an error analysis study. The 

directionality is from English, i.e. language 2 (Lang. 2) into Arabic, i.e. language 1 (Lang. 1). The 

study believes that trainee students' Lang. 1 proficiency has never been tested before so the 

directionality enables them to test this hypostudy.  

 Both speeches are written to be read. But for research purposes, they have been accounted 

as spontaneous speech said lively by speakers. For this reason, each group of participants has 

been informed briefly about the speaker as well as given some hints on the theme. No 

dictionaries or other resources would be consulted. 
4.5.7 Test Administration 

The researchers themselves administered the test. they ensured that all resources are 

available on test day. they informed the trainee interpreters a couple of weeks in advance. 

Because of the students' busy schedule as well as the summative test environments, the test was 

appointed shortly before the final examinations, where the students have completed their 
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semesters which is recommended by many scholars such as  Gipps (1997:17), Sawyer 

(2004:107), and Saldanha and O'Brien (2013:97).  

Before the students occupy booth seats, they have signed a letter to use their outputs for 

research purposes. They have seated randomly on the specified PCs. No malfunction has been 

reported when turning on the PCs. Each trainee has set the headset properly. A sample recording 

was played,  so the participants could adjust the volume as per their desire. After a while, a brief 

of the speech was given. One minute of warming up was played to get the participants into the 

interpreting mood. The warming up sample is not part of the test material. Later on, the 

participants have been informed to be ready; Angelina Jolie's speech was played. After 03:27 

minutes, the speech finished. The participants terminated the recording and left the lab.  By 

doing this, the output is saved automatically in each PC. All outputs are saved successfully. A 

memory stick was used to transfer the recordings instantly into the researchers' PC. The second 

group was then invited to occupy the seats. The same procedures have been followed as in the 

first test. But the speech played belongs to Barack Obama. No credit has been given to the 

participants through this process.  

4.6 Transcription 

After all, recordings are uploaded from the lab. They have been coded randomly and saved 

for analysis and evaluation. Two-word formats files have been initiated, one for those who 

interpreted Angelina Jolie's speech, and the other for those who interpreted Barak Obama's 

speech. The process of transcribing the outputs for each participant started. It was done 

manually, i.e. no specific software programme was used. All outputs were typed including 

hesitations, stops, silences, and so on.  The typed speeches were divided into 17 sentences. Each 

sentence was highlighted by a certain colour for easiness while conducting quantitative analysis. 

The first speech consists of  154 utterances, while the second consists of  196 utterances. The 

difference in the number of utterances does not make any variation as there are mean readings 

that will be calculated. See Table (4.2) for the abbreviations used. 

Table (4.2) Abbreviations Used in the  Transcription Process 

Abbrevia

tion 

Full Expression 

UFP 00S Unfilled Pause 00 

Second 
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FPH Filled Pause 

Hesitation 

FPR Filled Pause 

Repetition 

FPC Filled Pause 

Correction 

FPF Filled Pause False-

Start 

4.7 Transcription of Source speeches 

The transcripts of the source speeches used are obtained from two sources; Angelina Jolie's 

was taken from the United Nations website and Obama's was taken from  CBC News' website. 

To date, both speeches are still available on these websites. 

4.8 The Unit of Translation/ Interpreting  

The scope of the unit of translation is one of the most controversial issues in translation/ 

interpreting studies. Many arguments have been posed during the last three decades with no 

consensus on what composes this unit.  For example, Baker (1992:11) describes the word as the 

smallest unit of translation. But Newmark (1988:31) and Munday (2012:86) criticize the usage 

of a word as the unit of translation.  They support their criticism by saying that there are many 

words in various languages that have inadequate referents in the target text,  i.e. the word in a 

language has,  as Munday assumes,  different semantic spaces in the target language. Besides, 

Newmark (1988: 55) prevails that: 

The text cannot be the UT(i.e. unit of translation) in the 'narrow' sense defined by Vinay and 

Darbelnet. That would be chaos- The largest quantity of translation in a text is done at the level 

of the word, the lexical unit, the collocation, the group, the clause and the sentence - rarely the 

paragraph, never the text - probably in that order. The text can rather be described as the 

ultimate court of appeal; every stretch at every level of the translation has to conform to the 

unity of the text, its integrating properties, what Delisle calls its 'textual organicity\ if such exists 

(often it does not). 

On the other hand, Aissi (1989:111) proposes that the unit of translation ranges from word-

level all the way to sentence level. He claims that all components at the word, phrase, clause, or 
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sentence level can be segmented and taken as a unit of translation. However, in this study, the 

phrase is used as the smallest unit of translation/interpreting.    
4.9 Translating the Transcripts of the Source Speeches 

Translating the transcripts of the source speeches is done by a professional translator. He 

was briefed that the transcripts are of spontaneous speeches delivered by two native Americans. 

The recordings of the source speeches were also provided. After translating them, the translator 

has approved and signed each translated transcript. 

4.10 Data Analysis 

First of all, it is worth mentioning that the adoption of a mixed-method as an analysis tool is 

borrowed from previous studies on error assessments and classification. Therefore, it is useful 

here to explain the way numerals and statistics are shown in the tables, charts, or diagrams 

presented below. The very initial process is calculating the total errors of each participant. This is 

done by combining all errors each sub-type in question in one table. Below is an example of 

how the numbers, average, and mean reading are calculated: 

Each speech is divided into 17 segments. Each segment consists of several utterances, the 

number of utterances that have been modified is shown in the cell next to each participant. The 

same counting process is repeated in the other sixteen segments. Then, all errors from the 

seventeen segments are combined in one main table. The second process is to obtain the 

average of each type of error. This is done by combining the total number of errors for all 

participants, then dividing this number by 12 (the number of participants), the number obtained 

is the general average which represents 0 degrees on the scale. The last process is to figure out 

the mean. To do so, the participant's total number of error is subtracted from the average. In this 

case, if the numeral is positive, it indicates that the participants' errors are less than the average, 

if negative, it indicates that the errors are higher than the average. For more detail, the equations  

below summarize the processes of obtaining the general average and mean readings: 

  

  
Ex: 

The total number of omissions in Angelina Jolie's speech is 916 errors. The total number of 

participants is 12, hence; 
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Ex:  

The average of errors attributed to an omission is 76.33. F1's total number of errors is 87, 

hence: 

   
Regardless of how difficult both speeches are, the participants have not committed that 

disparate number of errors. The total number of errors in Jolie's speech is 2105 errors, while it is 

1968 errors in Obama's. The highest type of error committed in both speeches is omission with 

43.52% in Jolie's and 47.21% in Obama's speech. On the other hand, the lowest type of error 

committed in Jolie's is the wrong use of pronouns which is only 0.24%, while in Obama's 

speech, the lowest is the error in singular, dual, and plural which constitutes 0.20%. Before 

demonstrating the tables, let's examine the percentages of errors in the table (4.35): 

Table (4.35) Summary of the Errors Committed in Jolie's and Obama's Speeches 

Type of Error 
Jolie's 

Speech 

Obama's 

Speech 

Omission 43.52% 47.21% 

Substitution 15.49% 14.84% 

Addition 2.38% 1.32% 

Unfilled Pause 11.97% 13.36% 

Hesitation 9.93% 8.03% 

Repetition 6.22% 4.22% 

Correction 4.23% 5.49% 

False Starts 1.00% 1.52% 

Wrong Use of 

Gender 
0.38% 0.30% 

Singular, Dual and 

Plural 
0.29% 0.20% 
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In Tables (4.36) and (4.37), the horizontal columns view the statistics for each participant 

when reading them within error types, while vertical columns view the statistics for each error 

type. Figures (4.39) and (4.40) show the highest and lowest error types committed within each 

speech. 

 

 
 
 

Vernacularism 1.33% 0.36% 

Inflection 3.04% 2.74% 

Pronouns 0.24% 0.41% 
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The examination of  the results reveals that many indicators prove the reliability of the test. 

The most important indicator is that the percentages of committing errors are very close in the 

two speeches with only two variables. One of these variables is that in Jolie's speech, the 

percentage of committing repetition is higher than that of committing correction, while in 

Obama's speech, the reverse is true. Probably, whenever the speech is culturally related, the 

number of repetitions becomes lower, and correction becomes higher. The second variable 

concerns the intratextual analysis, errors in vernacularism in Jolie's speech is the second-highest 

error committed, while in Obama's speech, error in pronouns is the second.  After examining 

where most vernacularism errors have been detected, the scanning reveals that Jolie's source 

speech includes specific problematic numbers that raised the total of errors. If these errors are 

excluded, the percentage of committing this error type becomes similar to those in Obama's 

speech.  

Before moving to the next section, which is about the Jury's evaluation, the participants are 

lined up according to the number of errors committed. Those with fewest errors are at the top, 

while the ones with the highest number of errors are at the bottom accordingly. Tables (4.38) 

and (4.39) are the standing of both participants in both groups: 

Table (4.38) Participants' Lineup in Angelina Jolie's Speech 

Code of 

Parts. 

Total Errors Lineup 

D1 138 1 

J1 151 2 

I1 159 3 

G1 162 4 

K1 164 5 

A1 169 6 

F1 173 7 

L1 173 8 

C1 192 9 

E1 201 10 

H1 201 11 
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Figure 4.41 shows the lineup of the participants in Angelina Jolie's speech: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure (4.41) Participants Lineup in Angelina Jolie's Speech concerning Average Errors 

Table 4.39 Participant's Lineup in Barak Obama's Speech 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

B1 222 12 

Code of 

Parts. 

Total Errors Lineup 

J2 110 1 

G2 128 2 

H2 134 3 

A2 138 4 

E2 150 5 

F2 158 6 

B2 162 7 

L2 182 8 

K2 188 9 

I2 191 10 

C2 209 11 

D2 218 12 
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Figure 4.42 shows the lineup of participants in Barak Obama's speech: 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure (4.42) Participants Lineup in Barak Obama's Speech concerning Average Errors 

4.11 Jury Evaluation 

4.11.1 Introduction 

Generally speaking, any jury evaluation is seen as having conclusive decisions when they are 

called for examining research findings. In most instances, the researchers call for such a jury to 

prevail something seems controversial. Or, they are called for evaluating specific results in the 

study to show whether the examiner was biased toward specific facets in the research or not. 

These two points are the most common ones where the jury is called about. Sawyer (2004:177) 

states that test validity and reliability could be undermined if there is no external examination of 

the results. In this study; the jury members are called where they would evaluate the 

participants' outputs and grade them as per the given scoring criteria.  Then, the evaluation of 

each speech (Jolie's speech and Obama's speech) is juxtaposed with the results of the error 

analysis obtained.     
4.11.2 Jury Composition 

Sawyer (2004:182) states that the minimum size of the jury in interpreting the environment 

is constituted at least three members. He (2001:184) adds that instructors even with one year 

experience could participate in any evaluating team. The jury members in this study have, at 

least, four years of teaching experience. One of the jury members holds a Ph.D. in translation, he 

is the head of the department of translation in AL-Iraqiya University/Baghdad. The second one is 

a teacher at the University of Basra, college of Arts, Department of Translation. while the third 

jury member is an assistant lecturer at the Department of Translation, College of Arts, University 
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of Wassit. All three jury members agree that they adopt blind ratings (see Sawyer, 2004: 182) as 

long they work in three different cities. The researchers are the ones responsible for distributing 

hard copies of scoring sheets to jury members. They have briefly explained to each of them the 

purpose of the study, as well as the purpose of their evaluation and how significant it is to the 

research findings.   

4.11.3 Scoring Sheet 

According to the research requirements, the scoring sheet (form A) of Sawyer (2004:242) is 

adopted and broadened to adhere to the requirement of the current study. The scoring sheet 

consists of four main parts. They are posited in the below section separately.  

4.11.3.1 Test, Testee, and Jury information 

The top part of the scoring sheet includes test, testee, and evaluator information. It contains 

nine fields; (range of grading, mode of interpreting, direction, type of exam, the language, code 

of participants, speech no., code of grader, and the date of evaluation). Soon this is finished, the 

evaluator shifts to look at the criteria set in the scoring sheet. 

4.11.3.2 Criteria for Scoring 

Six criteria should each output be evaluated about; the first criterion is meaningfulness. The 

grader assesses to the extent to which the meaning is conveyed, does the meaning in the 

participant's rendering is the same/equivalent to the SS? The second criterion is accuracy. It 

tackles whether the participant has faithfulness to SS or not; does the participant render 

accurate information? The third criterion is clarity, it handles how clear the rendering of the 

participant is, it is also set to measure the presence of the participant as well. The fourth criterion 

concerns the coherence. As it is widely known, and as it has been experienced so far, the 

interpreters, in general, could repeat or correct utterances as required. Sometimes they interrupt 

specific utterances and start a new one incoherently. Thus, do all these phenomena affect the 

coherence of output? The fifth criterion is about intonation, sometimes the macro-linguistic 

phenomena are not controlled properly by the interpreter, how does the participant deal with 

such phenomena? The last criterion is about basic interpreting skills, do the participants employ 

such skills while interpreting, how did they do when facing challenges? 

4.11.3.3Grading 

The range of scoring is between (0-10). Many strategies would be employed by the evaluator 

to assess the participant's performance. The grader in this respect could assess how well the 
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participant has done the criterion in question. He might only rely on listening to the recording or 

take notes before type down the final score. However, as long this is the evaluator's decision, 

there would be no intervene made ever. The study is much concerned about the final scoring 

than those nuances. Final scores are grouped in one main table for each speech and presented in 

the research in the appropriate section.   

4.11.3.4 Proofing the Scores  

The last part of the scoring sheet is the signature. It is to confirm that this scoring sheet has 

been filled legally by the jury member specified by the letter of College of Arts, the University of 

Basra (numbered: 3/17/108 in 03-Feb-2020). Otherwise, the scoring sheet is considered fake 

and jury judgment is suspected.  

4.12 Procedures 

Blank scoring sheets along with recordings of participants have been distributed to each 

evaluator. The researchers had to travel for the three universities despite the long distances 

between a university and another, as long this task strengthens the research methodology. Each 

evaluator has been briefed about the whole study and the purpose of scoring. This has been 

done without giving hints about the results of the researchers. Because if given, it would draw 

an impression to the evaluator about participants' overall performance. This effects scoring in a 

way or another. The second step was to collect the draft scoring sheets from the three evaluators 

after the evaluation is finished. The scoring sheets have been combined in one sheet for each 

participant to save some space in the research volume.  By doing this, the collecting of data is 

completed. Later on, all data have been computerized for demonstration.  

4.13 Analysis of Evaluation  

There are six criteria the participants have been evaluated for. As mentioned earlier, the 

grading is from (0-10), what is shown in the table is the total of the three jury marks. For 

instance, in the meaningfulness criterion, Jolie's speech; A1's total mark is (11), it is a 

combination of the marks of all three jury members; (jury (1): five marks, jury (2): four marks, 

and jury (3): two marks only).  

4.13.1 Jury's  Evaluation of Angelina Jolie's Speech 

Table (0.00) demonstrates the total marks of the participants who interpreted Angelina Jolie's 

speech: 

Table (4.46) Summary of Marks Granted in Angelina Jolie's Speech 
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The table above shows that participant marks according to the jury evaluation. J1 is taking 

the lead with (5.22) marks. While the least mark (4.00) is the lowest, it is imputed to two 

participants B1 and E1. Figure (4.49) shows the total marks of this speech: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure (4.49) Total Marks in Angelina Jolie's Speech 

4.13.2 Jury's  Evaluation of Barak Obama's Speech 

Table (0.00) demonstrates the total marks of the participants who interpreted Barak 

Obama's speech: 

Table (4.46) Summary of Marks Granted in Barak Obama's Speech 
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The table above shows each participant's final score according to the jury evaluation. J2 is 

taking the lead with (6.83). While the least mark is (3.28), it is imputed to C2. However, figure 

(4.56) demonstrates the standing of participants in this speech: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure (4.56) Total Marks in Barak Obama's Speech 

4.14. Summary of Jury Evaluation 

Within this point, all jury marks and final scores have been demonstrated, but two important 

statistics should be posited here. Table (4.54) shows the percentage of marks given for each 

criterion in each speech, while table (4.55) and table (4.56) are the lineups of participants as per 

their scores for each speech as well. 
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Table (4.54) Percentage of Marks Granted in the Speeches of Angelina Jolie and Barak 

Obama 

As shown above, meaningfulness has the lowest percentage in both speeches 11%, while 

coherence is the highest in Julie's speech (21%). On the other hand; coherence, intonation, and 

basic interpreting skills are diagnosed as having the highest percentages in Obama's speech. 

Figure (4.57) and (4.58) shows the division of criteria concerning jury evaluation for both 

speeches: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Criteria Jolie's Speech Obama's Speech 

Meaningfulness 11% 11% 

Accuracy 17& 14% 

Clarity 16% 18% 

Coherence 21% 19% 

Intonation 18% 19% 

Basic Interpreting Skills 17% 19% 
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11%

14%

18%

19%

19%

19%

Barak Obama Speech

Meaningfulness

Accuracy

Clarity

Coherence

Intonation

 Basic Interpreting Skills

Figure (4.57) Division of Criteria in Angelina Jolie Speech 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure (4.58) Division of Criteria in Barak Obama's Speech 

 

 

Table (4.55) Participants' Lineup in Angelina Jolie's Speech According to Jury 

Evaluation 

Code of Parts. Final Score Lineup 

J1 5.22 1 

D1 5.17 2 

K1 4.89 3 

I1 4.83 4 

A1 4.78 5 

G1 4.72 6 

L1 4.67 7 

C1 4.61 8 
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Table (4.56) Participants' Lineup in Barak Obama's Speech According to Jury 

Evaluation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
These two lineups along with the last two figures are the gist. They simply reflect how the 

jury members, who are tutors in departments of translation, perceive the performance of their 

students when they interpret simultaneously.  
 
 

4.15 Convergence of Error Analysis Results and Jury Evaluation Results 

4.15.1 introduction 

H1 4.56 9 

F1 4.50 10 

B1 4.00 11 

E1 4.00 12 

Code of Parts. Final Score Lineup 

J2 6.83 1 

H2 5.78 2 

E2 5.39 3 

G2 5.11 4 

F2 4.67 5 

A2 4.56 6 

I2 4.56 7 

B2 4.44 8 

L2 4.11 9 

D2 3.94 10 

K2 3.67 11 

C2 3.28 12 
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This part juxtaposes the results of the error analysis obtained along with the results of the 

jury evaluation. The purpose of this juxtaposition, first, is to check the closeness between the 

two investigations. Soon this is positively or negatively confirmed, it decides the extent to which 

the assessment is reliable. Subsequently, it helps to reveal many important facts and answers for 

the research hypotheses and questions. To do this so, the data obtained so far from error 

analysis and jury evaluation are inputted in the SPSS software program for measuring this 

convergence.  

4.15.2 The Statistical Description 

The idea of the SPSS statistical test is based on the calculation of the ratio of deviation of any 

average among the statistical distribution averages to the standard error. In this context, the 

SPSS test which is referred to as (t), was used to compare the two independent samples. Four 

conditions should exist for proper SPSS calculation: these conditions are: 

 The 

variance must be measured quantitatively. 

 The 

variance must follow the normal distribution. 

 The 

observation must be independent. 

 Samples 

must be chosen randomly.  

The test (Shapiro- Wilk) has been used to examine if the observations have been equally 

distributed to the research samples. Table (4.57) displays that the variances follow the normal 

distribution as long the statistic of (Shapiro-Wilk) reached (0.904) at sig. level (0.026), this is 

seen ≤ as sig. level (0.05) with a degree of freedom (df=24) which refers to the acceptance of the 

hypostudy which reveals that variances follow the normal distribution. 

 
 
Table (4.57) Shapiro-Wilk Test of Normality 

Tests of Normality 
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4.15.2.1 Convergence 

of Angelina Jolie's 

Speech 

The hypostudy is described after the distribution of variances has been acknowledged. The 

hypostudy is: 

 Null 

Hypostudy : there is sig. convergence between the results of the average of 

the researchers and that of the jury. 

 Alternative 

hypostudy H_1: there is no sig. convergence between the results of the average of the 

researchers and that of the jury. 

The employment of the appropriate hypotheses, reveals that (t) is (10.902) at sig. level 

(0.000) which is ≤ from (0.05).  The degree of freedom is (22). There is no Mean Difference as 

long both of them are (1.73843) with Std. Error Difference = 0.15945. This result indicates the 

acceptance of the Null hypostudy with 95% as a Confidence Interval of the Difference. Table 

(4.56) demonstrates the results much clearly: 

 
4.15.2.2 Convergence of Barak Obama's Speech 

The hypostudy is described after the distribution of variances has been acknowledged. The 

hypostudy is: 

 Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic df Sig. 

test .904 24 .026 

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction 
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 Null 

Hypostudy H_0: there is sig. convergence between the results of the average 

of the researchers and that of the jury. 

 alternative 

hypostudy H_1: there is no sig. convergence between the results of the 

average of the researchers and that of the jury. 

The employment of the appropriate hypotheses, reveals that (t) is (6.028) at sig. level (0.000) 

which is ≤ from (0.05).  The degree of freedom is (22). Also, there is no Mean Difference as long 

both of them are (1.96111) with Std. Error Difference = 0.32533. This result indicates the 

acceptance of the Null hypostudy with 95% as a Confidence Interval of the Difference. Table 

(4.59) demonstrates the results much clearly: 

Table (4.59) Independent Samples Test of Barak Obama's Speech 

 
4.16 Discussion 

Generally speaking, the experiment principally works to facilitate and produce a reliable test 

that would be the backbone of the assessment. For this reason, two speeches with very parallel 

characteristics have been tested. Sawyer (2004:101) Bachman (1990:174) state that retesting 

the samples of the same population on the parallel test produce reliable results. As has been 

demonstrated (see, table 4.37, 4.38 and figures 4.37, 4.38), the same population was tested with 

parallel materials and the same facts have been obtained. Additionally, the hierarchy of errors 

resulted is correlated in both speeches. On the other hand,  the jury members have very 

convergent results to that obtained from the error analysis. These pieces of evidence reflect 

another facet of test reliability, as long the test is examined by two different groups of people 
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independently. Hence, test reliability is confirmed, and the study follows a very reliable test in 

these advancements. This leads, finally, to fair assessment.  

Within the error analysis,  the examinations reveal that the participants committed a 

tremendous number of errors in all three intertextual level categories, but with disparate 

amounts. The assessment shows that the task seems very problematic, the outputs produced by 

the participants are poor. The participants, as it could be noticed, don't produce very reliable 

outputs. There might be many factors that effected on their general performance (here, the 

researchers are not in a position to suggest specific instruction or remedies as long the goal of 

this study is assessing the trainee students while interpreting simultaneously). However, there 

are huge numbers of omission and substitution in the renderings, with a fewer number of 

additions. The hugest number of errors (omission and substation) effect on the meaning being 

conveyed. As it has been noticed, there is no perfect rendering at all. This fact might seem very 

disappointing to the people in charge of the training of the students, but that what it has been 

experimentally proved.  
The highest and more problematic error that has been observed more likely in the disfluency 

level is the silent pauses, the participants have very lengthy pauses recorded. Perhaps, these 

pauses are committed due to the clear failure of; the difficulty of comprehension, searching for 

suitable equivalents, or appropriate structures in TL. Also, these pauses might be attributed to 

the time of being simultaneously interpreting. The study shows that the participants have 

lengthy pauses in the last minutes of the exam more often. This is an indication that the 

participants are not capable to interpret for long periods. Other pauses are also committed with 

the fewer amount, fillers like a', um, repetition, and correction have been recorded as well. 

Although these types of pauses are seen as useful strategies adopted by the interpreter to think 

about specific term or structure, or to correct something said erroneously, but they are still seen 

as time-wasting. The interpreter should logically realize that while the interpreter is under 

pressure and trying to find out new structures or terms, it must be reminded that the speaker is 

keeping producing utterances at the same time, hence, losing lots of information said by the 

speaker will be missed by the interpreter. The last category assessed in the disfluencies is a false 

start. The study demonstrates the many occasions where the participants interrupt their 

rendering, and start a new segment, then, the interrupted segment is incompletely left out.   
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Within the intratextual category, Although the participants interpreted into their A language, 

they have also committed errors. Subsequently, these errors don't represent that much of errors 

as if comparing them to the numbers of errors in the intertextual and errors of disfluency. Two 

syntactic errors seem so common as long they have been committed more than usual; these two 

syntactic errors are; inflection and vernacularism. These two errors have been committed more 

often when compared to the other three subcategories. The study reveals that inflection is not 

highly mastered by the tested population. There is a considerable number of errors committed 

in both speeches. The second-high type committed is the vernacularism. It is shown that the 

renderings include a high number of vernacular terms. Such errors indicate that the students 

need to speak the more formal language than they currently do. Other intratextual errors 

(Wrong use of gender), (singular, dual, and plural) and (pronouns) might be attributed to the 

pressure of simultaneity the participants undergo because they have not been commonly 

committed.  

As far as the jury's evaluation is concerned, meaningfulness is granted the lowest scoring. 

While the criterion coherence has the highest evaluation in turn.  In this case, the jury believes 

that the participants produce coherent, but, less meaningful outputs than the meaning 

implemented in the inputs. The other significant fact that has been revealed; the participants 

don't produce accurate renderings. Although this fact doesn't seem positive for the participants, 

it refers to the idea that they cope and follow the suitable strategies very well when they face 

difficulties. In this respect, the students seem equipped with good interpreting skills despite the 

low scoring in clarity. There is a reversible relationship between clarity and basic interpreting 

skills, the interpreters, in general, make some corrections and repetitions to produce more 

reliable interpreting. This is understood that the student employs the skills acquired properly. 

But when it comes to clarity, these corrections and repetitions are seen errors and time-wasting.  

The other fact that has been uncovered by the jury is that the participants master the tone of 

the speaker very much. The intonation produced by them is close to that of the speaker as the 

scoring tells. Finally, the jury's evaluation provides indications to tackle information and 

judgement of two criteria (basic interpreting skills, and intonation) that couldn't be investigated 

by (ASIOTI). The role of the jury is essential for the accomplishment of this assessment. 

5. Conclusion, Recommendation, and Suggestions for Further Research  

5.1 Conclusion 
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 Throughout the aforementioned assessment, it has been found that: 

1.  None of the trainee interpreters at the Departments of Translation in Iraq provide an error-free 

rendering. Consequently, the meaning that the source language utterances convey has been 

variably distorted in the renderings.    

2. The errors are committed on three main levels; the intertextual, disfluency, and intratextual. On 

the intertextual level, there are very influential amounts of improper omissions, substitutions, 

and additions. The highest error on the disfluency level is the silent pauses while on the 

intratextual level, inflection (التصريف) and, to a limited extent, vernacularism (العاهيت) are 

the most problematic.  

3. No successful interpreting strategy has been adopted by the trainee interpreters to decrease the 

number of errors committed. This could be attributed to the trainee's incompetence in English 

and Arabic as well as the poor training they underwent.  

4. Neither the trainers nor the curriculum designers seem to be aware of the quality and quantity 

of these errors. This reveals the failure in the training strategic planning adopted by the Ministry 

of Higher Education and Scientific Research, exemplified by the Department of Translation/ 

University of Basrah.      

5. As there has been no systematic nor comprehensive framework to assess trainee interpreters' 

outputs in the Arab world,  nor there is transparency in terms of criteria used to assess 

interpreters' outputs or their performance in general, the eclectic model suggested by the 

present study provides workable and valid mechanisms through which errors and their 

possible causes could be empirically diagnosed. The dependence of assessment on both the 

outlined error analysis and the jury evaluation is insightful.  

5.2 Recommendations 

The study comes up with the following recommendations:  

1. The tutors of simultaneous interpreting are invited to design their curricula based on 

the errors they outline relying on the suggested model.   

2.  A diagnostic assessment should be conducted at the beginning of the academic term or 

semester. This assessment should be designed to diagnose the flow rate of participants 

in English and Arabic. The average flow rate in either language is helpful to design the 

curricula. 
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3. The trainee interpreters should undergo further in-house training, such as shadowing, 

to improve their interpreting skills.  

4. Trainee interpreters must be transparently made aware of the criteria their trainers use 

in assessing their performance; and the criteria must be inspired by the real-life 

professional practice of interpreters.  

5.3 Suggestions for Further Research 

Many gaps have not been bridged yet. These include: 

1. Assessment of trainee  simultaneous interpreters' into B language outputs.  

2. Assessment of Iraqi professional simultaneous  interpreters' outputs while rendering into 

their A or B. 

3. Measurement of the lag time consumed by Arab interpreters when they interpret into their 

A or B language. 

4. Investigate trainee interpreters' lengthy pauses in simultaneous interpreting. 
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